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USW/ATI Bargaining Bulletin #6 – Feb. 28, 2021 
Call for Strike Authorization Meetings 

Our Basic Labor Agreement expires today, on February 28th. The USW has offered to work under 
the terms and conditions of the current contract and members should continue to report to work 
as scheduled until further notice.  We plan to return to bargaining, with the hope that ATI will 
finally see that its confrontational bargaining strategy won’t work.  Because we’ve seen how 
they’ve acted so far, your USW bargaining committee is asking its members at all ATI Local 
Unions to authorize the bargaining committee to begin a strike, if necessary.  

If Strike Authorization is granted and before a strike commences, the bargaining committee 
will provide an update of the bargaining status and will provide information on our rights, 
protections and Strike and Defense Fund benefits. Over the next several days your local union 
representatives will post notices of the dates, times and location of the Strike Authorization 
meetings. 

After having taken care of themselves, ATI executives making millions of dollars a year, are 
demanding a four-year labor agreement that erodes most everything that we have gained over 
the years including wages, health insurance, contracting out protections, overtime pay and 
scheduling. We are not asking you today to vote on the Company’s proposal.  You have told us 
and your bargaining committee agrees - only bring back a contract that we feel is worthy of 
consideration.  ATI’s proposal is very far from that at the moment. And that’s why we are asking 
you for strike authorization.  As a matter of fact, if we were to accept what they have on the table 
today, besides weakening almost every security issue we have, their proposal would have us 
working for less than we work for today! 

Here are some facts to consider in deciding to authorize a strike: 

ATI Can Afford a Fair Agreement 

ATI has more than $650 million dollars in cash and ATI, the steel analysts and Wall Street all 
agree that over the next few years the company will do even better than it has in the past. 

You know the history.  While you’ve gone more than seven years without a wage increase, the 
company continues to pay management with increased salaries and bonus payments. Based on 
their demands and lack of recognition of the bargaining unit employees, we wonder if they really 
have the long-term interests of the company at heart.   
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The Company is Using Smoke & Mirrors With half-truths the company is spinning what is 
happening at negotiations.  Here are the major issues they continue to insist upon and demand 
the union accept: 

Issue ATI USW 
Term of the Agreement 4 years 3 years 

Wages 

Upon ratification - $2,500 
03/01/22 – 2% 

03/01/23 - $1,000 
03/01/24 - 2% 

03/01/21 – 4% 
03/01/22 -3½% 
03/01/23 – 3½% 

Signing Bonus $0 $4,000 

Contracting Out 

Allow for expanded use 
outside contractors for surge 
maintenance and specialized 

maintenance even when 
bargaining unit employees 

are laid off.  Contract out all 
vacuum truck work, and all 

Machine Shop work 

No change in contracting out 
provisions but because they 
continue to fail to notify the 
union of their use of outside 
contractors to increase the 

penalty for non-notification 
and include New Bedford 

Shutdown Agreement for 
announced closures at 

Waterbury, #3 Finishing and 
Louisville 

Refusal to grant immediate 
pensions and provide 
additional severance 

Once laid off a right to an 
immediate 70/80 or Rule of 
65 pension with improved 
severance for non-pension 

eligible employees 
ATI Demand for lesser health care with monthly Premiums 

 CURRENT COVERAGE COMPANY DEMAND 
Deductible $300/$600 $500/$1,000 
Office Visit $20 $30 
Specialist $25 $40 
Urgent Care $25 $40 
ER $50 $75 
Medical Out of Pocket Max $1500/$3000 $2,000/$4,000 
Prescriptions   
Retail $7   

$15  
$20 

20%($15 Max)   
25% ($30 Max)   
45% ($40 Max) 

Mail Order $10 
$25  
$35 

20%($30 Max)   
25% ($60 Max)   
45% ($80 Max) 

Specialty 30 day $7 
$15 
$20 

20%($30 Max)   
25% ($60 Max)   
45% ($80 Max) 

Rx Out of Pocket Max $1500 / $3000 $1750 / $3500 
Premiums $0 $125 per month employee 

contribution for a family plan 
beginning in year 3 
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The Company’s proposal would also force new hires after January 1, 2024 into the salaried non-
represented healthcare plan and we would have no right to negotiate over changes to the plan. 

We Must Defend Ourselves from ATI’s Unnecessary Demands! 

This strike authorization vote is important to demonstrate our resolve and solidarity with each 
other and to hopefully move the company in the right direction. We are prepared to negotiate 
a responsible settlement, but we are not buying into or playing their silly games. They should 
not make the mistake of underestimating our resolve and our sense of fairness. 

 

Your USW/ATI Negotiating Committee 

Sign up to receive USW/ATI text updates - text ATI to 47486 

 


